Amended Technology Up-gradation Fund Scheme (ATUFS)  
(13.01.2016 to 31.03.2022)  
Circular No. 6  
(2016-2017 series)  

Sub: UID applications under ATUFS

As per Guidelines on Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme (ATUFS) the applicant units have to submit the following documents through online iTUFS software, in order to obtain UID:

1. Copy of PAN Card
2. Copy of No Multiple Financing Undertaking
3. Detailed Project Report mentioning Segment, Machines etc

2. However, while scrutinising the submitted applications, the following discrepancies are observed in majority of the applications:

i. Name of the Unit & PAN number are not matching with the uploaded Pan Card vis a vis UID application.
ii. The uploaded ‘No Multiple Financing Undertaking’ is not as per format prescribed in Annex-A of ATUFS Guidelines dated 29.02.2016. Further in the No Multiple Financing Undertaking the details like Project cost, Term loan sanctioned amount have not been mentioned or otherwise these details are not matching with the UID application.
iii. Detailed Project Report (DPR) has been uploaded without details about Machines, Segment, Executive Summary, Cost of Project, Means of Finance and achievements to be made in Production, Turn over & Employment. Further some units are uploading other documents in place of Detailed Project Report (DPR).

3. It has also been noticed that banks are also not verifying these details and submitting the applications with the aforesaid discrepancies.

As such, if any application is received at Office of the Textile Commissioner (in the online system – iTUFS) with any of the aforesaid discrepancies, then the application will be returned back and will be considered afresh for issuance of UID on first come first serve basis.

The above may be brought to the notice of all concerned.

(Dr. Kavita Gupta)  
Textile Commissioner

To:-
1. All Textile Industry Associations / Trade Associations
2. All the members of TAMC